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Abstract: In today’s world IOT has played a major role in all individuals. There is a study

about how to monitor the changes around the people and predicting by an alarming senses
for an every single movement. In this project we propose how to monitor the person’s

health-care (BP, Pulse rate, Heart rate, Temperature) and indicate to the doctor when there

is fall or increase in the changes by an alarming system. Thus we provide a solution based

on IOT based on environmental parameters, monitoring and alarming system using MQTT

and this MQTT will collect all the necessary data from the sensor. The values collected from
the DHT11 sensor is being sent to the server and the server which contains the value is
being stored in the database that is the MQTT library which acts as a cloud for storing all
the values and from the database all the values are being sent to the Raspberry pi3 B+

model board for monitoring the values. We can save the people when there is an increase
or fall in the movements. People in danger can be monitored using an alarming system.
According to our project when there is an increase or fall in the persons healthcare(BP,

Pulse rate, Heart rate, Temperature)it can be monitored using DHT11 sensor and is being
alarmed using an alarming system or the alarming sensor.
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INTRODUCTION

THE INTERNET OF THINGS(IOT) - The Internet Of Things(IOT) is a collection of devices like vehicles,
sensors, home appliances, electrical and electronic devices, connectivity of devices which allows to
connect things using laptops, PC’s , mobile devices using an internet connection. The use of IOT has been
changed in today’s world and is being widely used in many fields like healthcare, home, schools, buildings,
factories, industries, agriculture and so on. The growth of IOT has been increased in recent years with the
growth of devices connected and controlled by the internet, person or a device.

MESSAGEQUEUING TELEMETRY TRANSPORT (MQTT) - Message Queuing Telemetry Transport is an
IOS standard publish-subscribe-based messaging protocol and it requires a message broker. Message
queuing telemetry transport is designed for mainly connecting with remote locations where a small code
is required. The alternative messaging protocol is being categorized into AMQP, STOMP, WAMP and Etc.
which mainly works on top of the TCP/IP protocol. Here we use this protocol which consists of clients
communicating with the broker. The process of MQTT is that it sends the connection in the plain-text
format without any security. The primary aim is that it is being used between the MQTT sender and
receiver. It is mainly used as an open-source software for home automation and provides full support for
the framework for Raspberry Pi for home automation system. The MQTT works as a publisher and when
a publisher has s new data to distribute, itsends the control message along with the data to be connected
with the broker.

ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS, HEALTH-CARE MONITORING and ALARMING SYSTEM -Using MQTT
technique, the environmental and healthcare can be monitored using monitoring and alarming system
can be built. The changes in the person’s health-care (BP, Pulse rate, Heart rate and Temperature)can be
monitored when there is an increase or fall in the person’s body .In modern days the healthcare can be
monitored using separate devices like BP machines which gives the person’s BP and pulse rate etc.
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Thischange has been made more easier by using a sensor which gives all the values of the increase or fall
in the person’s healthcare. In the earlier days the person’s healthcare monitoring was being monitored by
the doctor. The person was asked to pay for checking all the changes in him/her, but now a days it has
been more easier by just using a sensor which stores all the changes in the person in the board and
alarms when there is a change being seen in him/her without going to hospital to seek the help of the
doctor.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

MQTT based Secured Home Automation System (MSHAS)
In this paper MQTT based secured home automation is being developed. This is to discover that the
devices in home are being connected using wired or wireless connectivity. The connection between the
web server and the sensor is being used for transferring the data’s between them using MQTT as a
medium for transferring and receiving the data’s from the sensor. In this thesis the use of ACL(access
control list) which is being used as an encryption method for the data and is finally being monitored in
the webpage. The Raspberry pi is used as a gateway between the server and the sensor which stores the
data that is being collected from the database.
Traffic Accident Detection by Using Machine Learning Methods (TADML)

In this manuscript system will assemble needed in sequence from fellow citizen vehicles and handle
that in rank by means of device education tools to find promising accidents. Apparatus education
algorithms possess given away accomplishment on distinguishing abnormal behaviors than typical
behaviors. That passage manners be capable of be analyzed by means of vehicle positions and speeds and
abnormal behavior on the road. Clustering algorithms preserve bold to assembly vehicles according to
their haste and locality in fastidious path segment. The side road may possibly be measured potential
peril for the drivers who are seal off to confrontation area.
IOT based Ups Monitoring System Using MQTT Protocol (IBUMS)

In this Uninterruptible power supply(UPS) monitoring system using MQTT protocol, which explains about
the monitoring the UPS which is being used in bigger industries. In this system of UPS monitoring, the data is
being communicated using MQTT protocol and the usage of Arduino. Arduino is being connected the
internet via the Ethernet shield. The data is being stored in web-page, where the role of the web-server is
Raspberry pi, MQTT-broker, MQTT database. The data’s being collected from the R-pi is being monitored
and stored in the database, which can be used to monitor when necessary. This is mainly being used in the
factories, and in larger industrial areas.
Smart Health-Care Monitoring Using MQTT Protocol (SHCM)

In this paper, it explains about the smart monitoring of patient’s health-care. An embedded system
based on patient’s healthcare is monitored using a sensor which will collect the information like the
pressure, temperature, sugar level. The data’s are stored in the cloud, so that the doctor will be able to
check the record and ask the nurse to take care the patient. Here, the data’s are collected from the oxymeter, glucose-meter and record the data in the cloud, so that the doctor will be able to view the patient’s
record anywhere and at any-time. These sensors are being added to the patient’s body and get the data
and stores in the MQTT server.
An MQTT based Environmental Monitoring in Factorie’s for Employee’s Safety (MBEMFES)

This article provides the information for monitoring the fire safety for the employee’s working in the
factory. In older years the safety in factory for the employees are considered to be very unsafe when there
is a sudden fire accident .The developed status of the project is to provide a secured safety for the
employee’s in the factory by collecting the data from the sensor and this sensor which helps in giving an
alarm to the employee’s working in the factory when there is an fire accident to be caused. This controls
the employee’s from the fire accident in the factory by the fire sensing sensor added in the-factory.
A Web Based Monitoring Data Using MQTT Protocol in Agriculture (WBMDIA)

In this article which gives an explanation of monitoring data in agriculture using MQTT protocol. This
method of system is being used to collect the data like the water-level and soil –level in the agriculture by
using MQTT as the broker. Once the level of the water or the soil is being fallen, this system of sensing of
the water and the soil level are being tracked and the level is being measured and if the measured level is
being fallen or increased this helps to give a message to the farmer and the data is being stored in the
MQTT broker. This helps the farmer to intimate and he can make the filed from being vanished.
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IOT based Smart Monitoring System in Smart Agriculture (IBSMA)
This paper, has explained on how the agriculture field has been monitored using MQTTto help in
monitoring the water and soil level of the crop. This method is very easy to monitor the level by using the
sensor (CC320) which will monitor and collect the data in the database. The data after collected will help
the farmer to take care his field crop before being damaged.
An IOT-based Soil Monitoring System for Agricultural Production Using MQTT (IBSMAPM)

In this paper, they focus mainly on the maintenance of soil –level for the agricultural production using
MQTT. This embedded system helps in monitoring the soil level and reduces the irrigation level in the
field of crop. For this reduction in the irrigation in the field, they are monitored using (CC320) and pass
the level to the server and stores it in the database, which will be useful for the farmer to save the crops
from getting damaged due to the low level of soil in the crop. The message is passed to the mobile of the
farmer to stop the damage of crops.
Implementation of an Efficient Smart Home System Using MQTT (IESHSM)

In this paper, it depict the array of sensing based sensor technologies has extended rapidly, where
sensor procedure enclose be converted into cheaper. It leads to a better opening out in term monitoring
of systems, structures, vehicles, and machinery by sensors devices. Imperative vital factors in this railway
road monitoring system are the now-a-days well ahead technology in networking technologies such as
wireless, Wi-Fi communication and mobile announcement hoc networking coupled with the technology
to integrate devices. Implementation is based on which the sensor is included. For transfer tracks, closer
coach monitoring system are enabled by individual vibratory wireless and circuits sited at apt areas to
expansion the stability of the system and evaluate the results.
Implementation of MQTT Protocol on Low Resourced Embedded Network (IMPLREN)

In this paper, the implementation of MQTT protocol on the low resourced network uses sensor node and
sensor network node gateway. It deals with IOT base data collection and stores in the MQTT broker .The
stored data is then being sent to the R-pi board which stores all the values when necessary. The use of HTTP
in this data processing is that, it acts as a client to monitor the data every second when there are changes
being noticed it inform.
Design and Prototype Implementation of SMS Based Home Automation System (DPISBHMS)

This project explains how the home is being automated using the design and prototype
implementation of SMS. This paper is based basically on how the home is being secured and monitored using
an MQTT protocol as a broker and stores the data in the database. The database values are being monitored
in the bard and is being controlled using a mobile and it alerts the person at home by sending an SMS to the
person to monitor and can perform like switching on / off the light using a mobile devices.
Wireless Home Automation and Security System Using MQTT (WHASM)

This article explains about how the home is being monitored and secured using the MQTTT protocol.
In our daily life, the home is being kept secured and monitored using the wireless sensor. This sensor is
being connected to the mobile devices, tabs etc. The data once sent to the user’s devices, it can be used for
controlling the objects in and around the surroundings and it is being connected with a wireless Wi-Fi
dongle.
Alarming, Monitoring Home Automation System Using MQTT (AMHASM)

This article says that how the home is being secured by monitoring and alarming system using MQTT.
In olden days, it is mandatory for a person to switch on/off the lights, fans and heaters etc. But in recent
years it is being changed by just a simple button click from anywhere and at any-time we can control
these daily used appliances. This is mainly due to the usage of a sensor, alarming sensor and an wireless
cable and a device for controlling. Once the data is being travelled to the device, the person can be able to
control the device which he wants to at any place the person might be, by just one click on the device for
controlling and alarming.
MQTT Alarm Control Panel for Home Assistant (MACPHA)

The article explains about the home control panel is being alarmed using MQTT. This is due to which
the person can use the R-pi for collecting the values and MQTT is being acted as a broker and as a cloud
server which stored the values in the cloud. The alarming sensor is being added which given an alert
when somebody tries to access the door by just giving an alarming message to the mobile device. This
system is more secured and helps the person find when some third-party tries to access the door.
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MQTT based Fire Detection System (MBFDS)
The article here explained is about how the fire can be detected in industries. In recent years, the use
of fire detection is very efficient and essential in every industry. The use of fire detection system is that it
helps the person detect and give an alarm at a proper time when there is a chance of a fire accident or
when there is a fire being started to burn. This method gives an timing alarm to the person in the industry
when there is a fire caused in the building which helps the people from being burnt.
Android MQTT Alarm Panel for Home Automation Platforms (AMAPHAP)

In this paper, they institute a format of controlling the control panel using alarming system devised in
an android device. The controller will be able to monitor and connect the device to the R-pi board and will
be able to receive the message while controlling and gives an alarm sound to the mobile device which
alerts the person if any changes are being caused in the weather and temperature changes around the
place where the person is living by just a single alarm notification when the temperature and weather
changes around that place.
GPS Voice Assistant for Visually Impaired People (GVAVIP)

The projected system is a portable device for the visually impaired people to travel the places using a
GPS technology. People with visually impaired and completely blind people who face lots of difficulties
while travelling to places. Depending on the place they travel, the visually impaired people, the geocoordinates with the destination extracted from the GOOGLE’S firebase. Device helps the impaired people
by their voice recognition which helps them to travel to the places they wish to travel. This setting has
made the people with visually impaired with lots of benefits.
Wireless Shock Sensor-Sense Opening Doors or Windows Using MQTT (WSODM)

In this paper the radio shock sensor connects to the R-pi. After installing the OS in the R-pi, the device
is being used for pairing with the sensor which gives the sensing shock using the radio shock sensor. The
paired devices after connecting when we press the button, the temperature sensor and the accelerometer
will extend and will close the door or window as per the person wants to.
Room Temperature Control and Fire Alarm Using MQTT on AWS (RTCFAMA)

In this paper, we have in mind on how to control the room temperature, and fire alarm system using
MQTT. This MQTT which is being used as a broker on AWS (Amazon web services). The process involved
is that using an IOT device when connected to the Wi-Fi channel, which will sense and control the room
temperature using the temperature sensor and alarming using alarm sensor when connected to the
device gives the message passed from the broker and senses and control the room according to the
normal room temperature, and given an alarm when there is an fire being seen in the home or any
industries with a message in the mobile device.
Manual Alarm Control Panel with MQTT Support (MACPMS)

In this tabloid method which briefly says instead of using any android devices, a person can manually
control the panel with an alarm.
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This manual method is different from the previously seen methods of controlling the alarm panel. This
method which makes the move of the person while trying to control. In this method it will give an alarm
sensing directly when some third-party is trying to control. The alarm sensor is being added to the panel
and the person can directly with on the alarming system when some wrong access is being done, it will
give an alarm.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have successfully identified an idea to propose for the project MQTT based
environmental parameter’s, monitoring and alarming system with all these above ideas of projects. In
future we can use the different methods of improving the project with additional features for different
purposes.
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